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Forecasting economic growth is critical for formulating national economic development policies. Neural Networks are a type of
artificial intelligence that may be used to model complex target functions. ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) are one of the most
effective learning approaches now available for specific sorts of tasks, such as learning to understand complex real-world sensor
data. +is paper proposes the regional economic prediction model based on neural networks techniques. Bayesian vector neural
network (BVNN) is integrated with backpropagation (BP) model. +e database has been collected based on the economics of
particular region which has been extracted and classified using knowledge-based computer analysis by neural networks. Dis-
cretization, reduction, importance ranking, and prediction rule are attributes considered here. +en, as the input training sample,
feed extracted important components into the NN.+is strategy enhanced the training speed and prediction accuracy by reducing
structure of NN. WEO, APDREO, and AFRREO are the dataset and FWA-SVR and LSTM are the existing method taken for
comparison. For the WEO dataset, 97% of GDP and 98% of accuracy are produced. For APDREO dataset, 92% of accuracy and
GDP of 97% are obtained. For AFRREO dataset, 98% of accuracy is produced.+e neural network can tackle nonlinear problems,
according to experimental data, and the technology has been proven to be successful and viable with high accuracy. For practical
application, the model has a good reference value. +e proposed model reduces error by increasing the convergence rate and
accuracy for each dataset.

1. Introduction

In evolution of human society, economic gain is a critical
topic [1]. Based on surroundings, economic system is
constantly influenced, which is also a nonlinear system.
Additional interference variables, as well as different reasons
that lead to ambiguous and inadequate historical informa-
tion required for macroeconomic modelling [2], act directly
on entire development of macroeconomic scheme process.
As a result, the traditional BP_NN regional economic trend
prediction technique cannot effectively correct weight in
analysis process of vast data and operation efficiency is low.
A typical BP_NN learning process includes two stages:

forward data propagation and backward error propagation.
Input signal is analysed by neurons in input and hidden
layers before being sent to output layer to display result [3].
It uses reverse propagation procedure if intended output is
not accessible at output layer. Along originally linked path,
there is a difference between network output and returned
actual value. Modifying weights of neurons at each layer can
lessen inaccuracy. Return to forward propagation process
and continue until error is less than specified value. As a
result, an enhanced BP_NN based approach for predicting
regional economic trend is created, providing a solid
foundation for regional economic development [4]. Fore-
casting regional economic activity is an increasingly
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significant component of regional economic research. Re-
gional economic predictions can directly aid local, subna-
tional, and national policy makers as well as concerned
business executives. Both policymakers and business exec-
utives need accurate predictions of key economic aggregates,
such as employment, income, and output for medium-long
term planning purposes. Regional economic activity fore-
casts have been used to explain macroeconomic forces,
including predicting the stock market and cyclicality of
national labour market movements. Furthermore, interna-
tional investors and multinational agencies engaged in
megaprojects at a regional level also need accurate predic-
tions for investment planning reasons [5].

+ere are numerous statistical tools andmodels available
today for assessing and developing integral indicators of
quality of life. Most methods, however, have limitations in
terms of applicability and do not function with incomplete
or “noisy” data. As a result, neural network technologies and
intelligent information systems based on them are presented
as an alternate strategy for handling semistructured and
normalised challenges of analysing quality of life and de-
veloping forecasting models [6–8]. Savings, housing, so-
cioeconomic features of the population, the dynamics, and
differentiation of these indicators in the context of demo-
graphic groupings and regional economies are the subjects
of several studies [9]. Systems of absolute and relative indices
are established in these studies to characterize the degree of
provision and fulfilment of the demands of various groups of
people. Authors use ways to identify the concepts of “cost of
living” and “quality of life” in several models of the standard
of living.

+e cost of living is defined in classical economics as the
value of a set of commodities that is determined, first and
foremost, by the level of food and service costs, as well as
changes in types of income, consumption habits, tax leg-
islation, and demographic indicators of population group-
ings. Consumer basket and commodity bundle, as well as
living wage [10], are the major estimated rates. +e presence
of structural shifts and the interaction between different sets
of indicators, as well as nonlinear dependencies between
indicators, are characteristics of time series of socioeco-
nomic indicators [11–13]. +erefore, linear models are not
always able to give qualitative results. In this regard, a hybrid
approach based on the construction of an ensemble of
hybrid models is promising, in which, along with regression
models, models based on neural networks, decision trees,
and neurofuzzy networks are used. In recent years, in many
works, the hybrid approach has been developed to forecast
time series [14–17]. Statistics mining, connection mining,
decision tree mining, NNM, and other techniques are used
in data mining. ANN is an auto adapted dynamics system,
which is one of these approaches. ANNs have developed as a
potent statistical modelling technique and a highly powerful
instrument in modern quantitative economics.

Various economic forecasting methods are presented to
anticipate future growth of related industries based on
existing state of industrial economy in terms of research
methodologies. To forecast the tourism business, an FWA-
SVR forecasting model was suggested. Grey model GM (1, 1)

was used by [18] to forecast the growth tendencies of China’s
real estate economy. Another study looked at China’s
macroeconomic scheme by using a BMF-VAR method to
forecast the country’s macroeconomy [19]. To predict and
analyse China inflation rate, deep learning based LSTM
method was presented in [20]. +e author of [21] built a
MIDAS model for assessing and forecasting CPI and PPI
using commodity price big data. +e Chinese consumer
confidence index was analysed and forecasted using a
DNN_CNN-LSTM model in [22]. Paper [23] suggested an
autoregressive (AR) model for more accurate forecasting of
energy demand and supply. Paper [24] created a dataset of
77 countries covering over 90% of world GDP and used
cross-country statistics to anticipate US economic growth
during downturns. In [25], the author offered a machine
learning technique for constructing mood indicators as well
as economic forecasting using evolving confidence indica-
tors. Paper [26] developed a self-correcting intelligent
pandemic prediction model to improve COVID-19 forecast
accuracy and strengthen economic management and con-
trol. Paper [27] used WEKA3.9 to create three prediction
models to accurately predict business failure.

+e FWA-SVM model has the smallest errors in pre-
dicting the GDP ratio and filling rate [28] while it keeps the
shortest time to optimize the SVM parameters. +e band-
width requirement of LSTM [29] is very high and the
computational accuracy is low in these systems in big data
analytics so BVNN_BP is proposed to overcome these
limitations.

+e proposed contribution of this paper is as follows:

(i) To collect the database and process it with proposed
Bayesian vector neural network (BVNN) and to
integrate with backpropagation (BP) model by fea-
ture extraction and classification

(ii) To compare the proposed BVNN_BPmodel with the
existing system like FWA-SVR and LSTM with
various datasets like WEO, APDREO, and AFRREO

However, understanding and applying these strategies
necessitates a thorough understanding of mathematics, al-
gorithm knowledge, and computer programme technology.
Methodologies in the study case produce one type of simple
and high-accuracy economic growth forecast.

2. Prediction Model Using Proposed Design of
Bayesian Vector Neural Network
(BVNN) with Backpropagation (BP)

2.1. Model Structure. Our BVNN_BP inputs are GDP
growth index, primary, secondary, and tertiary industry
growth value for n consecutive years in a region as panel data
into the network to predict the output primary, and sec-
ondary and tertiary industry growth values for the region in
year n+ 1 with attribute discretization, reduction impor-
tance ranking, and prediction rule.

+e model divides input data into two parts.

(1) Regional GDP network: regional GDP data are in-
dependent of other indicator data before fully
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connected layer of the neural network, and feature
information is extracted using BP, batch normal-
isation, and ReLU activation function. +is design
reflects that the regional GDP can mirror the overall
economic level of the region, which is equivalent to
gauging the regional economic development level by
regional GDP to divide regions and using different
forecasting strategies for regions with different de-
velopment levels in the fully connected layer.

(2) Regional panel data network: using neural network
convolution kernels, the regional GDP growth index,
primary, secondary, and tertiary industry growth
values are integrated to produce panel data to detect
industry correlations and effect of industry data on
later growth values within n successive years. To
extract time series data features as well as probable
industry links, three BVNN layers are utilised first.
(1) and (2) outputs values are inputs of fully con-
nected layers and to enhance two networks multi-
channel outputs, GDP outputs are combined. +e
mathematical representation of BVNN layers is
represented in Table1 with its algorithm.

2.2. Proposed Model Analysis. Let us consider each feature
by a variable Xi⊆RR. +en each client is totally defined by an
n-dimensional vector. x � (x1 . . . , xn) ∈ X⊆Rn.

Basic rule for calculating a unit’s activation value in
relation to other connected units with a strength wji is a
function of weighted sum of inputs expressed [30] in

uj � f 
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Value outj will now determine the amount of value to be
added or subtracted from weight wji in connection to ac-
tivation state of unit ui, which is activation with which uj is
linked to weight wji and coefficient r. +is is correction rate
that should be used as shown in

Δwji � r · Δoutj · uj. (6)

Δwji can have a negative or positive value. It denotes the
“quantum” that will be added or subtracted from the prior
weight wji value by

wji(n+1) � wji(n) + Δwji. (7)

However, this assumption is only true for weights which
connect a unit layer to output units layer. Correction ap-
proach outlined so far is only applied to BP with two layers,
to use gradient descent [31] in (8) and (9).
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It can be easily shown using calculus that derivative of
the sigmoid function g(z) is given by g(z). (1− g(z)).
Partial derivative of J is with respect to bias.
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In this network, (10) can be rewritten as
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So, calculating the required gradients can be done.+is
explains the basic mathematics behind backpropagation.
Now, after understanding the above mathematical aspects,
we can backpropagate a simple linear NN using this
approach. For more complex NN, with multiple nodes in
every layer, the approach remains the same, and the only
difference we get is the changing of subscripts and su-
perscripts of w, z, a, and b. +is makes backpropagation
complex, and we need to use matrix forms of the deriv-
atives, i.e., gradient vectors. But the basic idea remains the
same. Backpropagation is simply using the chain rule of
derivatives to calculate the change of cost function J with
respect to changing parameters of the network. +e
proposed BP algorithm helps to compute the gradient
which can be used to tweak the parameters using gradient
as shown in Algorithm 1. Difference between actual
output and desired one and summation report are con-
structed using previously calculated error coefficient
Δoutj and weight associated with that coefficient was
referring [32] to

Δhiddeni � ui · 1 − ui(  · Δoutj · wji. (11)

And therefore,

Δwik � r · Δhiddeni · uk. (12)

In fact, start from
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wkj �Hidden-Outputs weights.
Weights associated with output are corrected in the

calculation as shown in

Δwji � r · Δoutj · ui. (14)

Weights that are not connected to output are corrected
by

Δ hiddeni � f′ ui(  · 
j

Δoutj · wji. (15)

Fulfilment of the corrections on weights is done by

wij(n+1) � wij(n) + Δouti · uj · Rate. (16)

For output units as shown

Biasj(n+1) � Biasj(n) + Δhiddenj · Rate. (17)

xsum
t,i (θ) ∈ Rn for all t � 1, 2, . . . , T, where T is simulation

length; i denotes random number initialized. In general,
estimate or calibration processes try to find suitable values
for h so that Xsim(θ, T, i) creates dynamics that are as near to
those observed in an experimentally measured counterpart
as possible as shown in

X � x1, x2, . . . , xT . (18)

xt ∈ Rn for all t � 1, 2, . . . , T.
As a result, Bayesian evaluation is phrased in terms of

Bayes’ theorem as given in

p(θ|X) �
p(X|θ)p(θ)

p(X)
. (19)

Method for approximating p(θ|X) for a certain value of
h then allows us to calculate right-hand side of

Table 1: Comparative analysis of regional economic prediction model based parameters for APDREO dataset.

APDREO dataset
Parameters FWA-SVR LSTM BVNN_BP
GDP per capita prediction 88 90 92
Prediction accuracy 92 95 97
GDP per primary growth 90 93 95
GDP per secondary growth 89 92 96
Convergence rate 91 93 97
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p(θ |X)∝p(θ |X)p(θ). (20)

For all t≥ T in which xsim
t,i (θ) varies for stationary level,

E[xsim
t,i (θ)|t≥T] which allows us to further consider that

xsim

T,i
(θ), xsin

_T+1(θ), . . . , xsim
T,i (θ) establishes a random sample

from an assumed distribution. Using kernel density esti-
mation (KDE), we can then establish a density function
which designates this distribution, which we designate by
f(x|θ) permitting us to estimated likelihood of empirically
sampled data for a specified value of h as given in

p(X|θ) � 
T

t�1
f xt|θ( . (21)

For all L< t≤T, this means that xsim
t,i (θ) is solely de-

pendent on past L realised values. As a result, our objective is
to evaluate above conditional densities by

f x
sim
t−L,i, . . . , x

sim
t−1,i, x

sim
t,i ,ϕ ≃p x

sim
t,i ∣ x

sim
t−L,i, . . . , x

sim
t−1,i: θ .

(22)

For all L< t≤T, ϕ � ϕ(θ).
+e aforementioned technique is made up of two main

components: a mixture of K Gaussian random variables in
Algorithm 2 and a random number generator as shown in

p(X|θ) � 
T−L

t�1
f xt, . . . , xi+L−1, xi+L, ϕ( . (23)

+is leads us to define following loss function as shown
in

LS θrrue
, θ  � θtrue

− θ2. (24)

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Dataset Description

3.1.1. World Economic Outlook (WEO). +e WEO database
is developed during the biennial WEO exercise, which takes
place between January and June each year and culminates in
the release of the WEO in April and September/October. A
database format is provided for selected series from the
publication.

3.1.2. Asia and Pacific Regional Economic Outlook
(APDREO). APDREO offers data on recent economic
trends and forecasts for Asian and Pacific countries.+e data
for REO for Asia and the Pacific is compiled in tandem with
semiannual WEO exercises, which take place in the spring
and fall. +e data is in line with the WEO’s projections. Due
to variances in group membership, REO aggregate data may
differ from WEO aggregate data. Weighted averages of data
for specific countries make up composite data for country
groups. All concepts are represented by arithmetic weighted
averages, with the exception of inflation and broad money,
which are represented by geometric averages.

3.1.3. Sub-Saharan Africa Regional Economic Outlook
(AFRREO). AFRREO provides data on recent economic
events and scenarios in Sub-Saharan African countries. +e
data for REO for Sub-Saharan Africa is compiled in tandem
with semiannual WEO exercises, which take place in the
spring and fall.

Algorithm for BP
Input:
hi: current step size
τ: prescribed tolerance
ΔNi+1,ΔNi: Delta nodes Vectors
Local variables:
M1: maximum factor by which step size is improved
M2: factor by which step size will reduce if tolerance is not met.
q: safety factor so step size is just less than extreme suggested
E←max|ΔNi+1 − ΔNi|/hi
if(h2

i E/2)< τ then
h
−

←min(q
�����
2τ/E

√
,hiM1)tolOK�� true

Else
h
−

←min(q
����
2τ/ε

√
, hiM2)

tolOK��false
end if
return ((tolOK, h

−

)h
−

).
α0 � (β1,...,r;0, c0)′: � α0 � (β1,...,r;0, c0)′: � randomly initialized
η0: � 1, t: � 0
do
αold : � αt
for each training examplexcalculateh(x; αt)andzj � f1(xi; βt)

ct+1: � ct −ηt(h(xi;αt) −yi)g2′(ci′zi)zi, βj: t+1: � βj: t −ηt(h(xi;αt) −yi)g2′(ct′zi)g1′(βj,txi)xi., t: � t+1,ηt: � 1/twhile‖αt −αot d‖>ε

ALGORITHM 1: Proposed BP Algorithm.
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3.2. Comparative Analysis. +is section discusses the com-
parative analysis for various datasets in terms of GDP per
capita prediction, prediction accuracy, GDP per primary
growth, GDP per secondary growth, and convergence rate.
+e techniques compared here are FWA-SVR and LSTM for
WEO dataset, APDREO dataset, and AFRREO dataset.
Python is the software used for implementation and the
comparison results are obtained from the simulation. Table 2
represents the comparative analysis of regional economic
prediction model based parameters for WEO dataset.

Table 2 and Figures 1 and 2 show comparative analysis for
proposed BVNN_BPwith existing technique LSTM and FWA-
SVR. +e parameters are compared for WEO dataset with
existing techniques. Based on this comparison, the proposed
technique obtained optimal results in terms of predicting the
economic rate of the region and in terms of accuracy for this
prediction higher for proposed technique when compared with
existing technique. GDP predicted per capita by BVNN_BP is
97%, and accuracy is 98% which is higher based on the existing
technique comparison. In terms of primary and secondary
growth of GDP, it is comparatively higher for proposed model.
Convergence is also optimized by BVNN_BP up to 91%. Ta-
ble 1 shows the comparative analysis of regional economic
prediction model based parameters for APDREO dataset.

Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4 show comparative analysis
for proposed BVNN_BP with existing technique LSTM and
FWA-SVR for APDREO dataset. +is dataset gives the
economic analysis and data from Asia and Pacific region.

For this regional analysis the GDP prediction obtained
by proposed BVNN_BP is 92%, accuracy predicted by this
proposed technique is 97%, and based on primary and
secondary growth of GDP for this region of 95% and 96%,
the convergence rate here is 97%.

Table 3 represents the comparative analysis of regional
economic prediction model based parameters for AFRREO
dataset.

Table 3 and Figures 5 and 6 show comparative analysis
for proposed technique and existing technique for AFR-
REO dataset. +is dataset covers the economic growth for
Sub-Saharan Africa region. Economically Africa is con-
sidered to be poor country, so the GDP prediction based on
both primary and secondary industry growth is essential
for this region. By analysing the data of this region, the
GDP prediction is optimal but not up to the mark to region
analysis. +e accuracy for this dataset by proposed model
would be 98%.

4. Discussion

Country econometric models continue to play an important
role in planning and forecasting key indicators of socio-
economic development. +ey allow taking into account the
interdependencies of indicators associated with their eco-
nomic content. At the same time, many economic time series
are characterized by nonlinear dependencies, and the
influencing factors are often impossible to describe explicitly

Algorithm for BVNN:
Input:
F: finish time
N: number of particles
R0 . . . , RK summary times
Local Variables:
S: vector of particles of sizeN
W: vector of weights of sizeN
Q: vector of summarised particles
h
−

: proposed step sizeh
−

←R1 − R0
t0←0; i←0; k←0
whileRk+1 < Fdo
forp � 1⟶ Ndo
i←0, ti←Rkwhileti ≤Rk+1do
ti+1←ti + h

−

repeat
Sp←samplefromP(xi+1|xi)

((tolOK, h
−

)h
−

)←Check Tolerance(h
−

).
if tolOK then
ti+2←ti+1 + h

−

. else
ti+1←ti + h

−

. end if
until tolOK
i←i + 1end while
end for
W←F(yi+1|xi+1)Q←summarise S . based onW.
S←. resample . based onW
k←k + 1
end while
return Q

ALGORITHM 2: Proposed BVNN Algorithm.
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Table 2: Comparative analysis of regional economic prediction model based parameters for WEO dataset.

WEO dataset
Parameters FWA-SVR LSTM BVNN_BP
GDP per capita prediction 94 95 97
Prediction accuracy 96 97 98
GDP per primary growth 85 87 92
GDP per secondary growth 89 93 95
Convergence rate 85 88 91

BVNN_BP
LSTM
FWA_SVR

96

85

97

88

98

91

75 80 85 90 95 100

Prediction accuracy

Convergence rate

WEO Dataset

Figure 1: Comparative analysis of WEO dataset for convergence rate and prediction accuracy.

BVNN_BP
LSTM
FWA_SVR

94

85

89

95

87

93

97

92

95

78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98

GDP per capita prediction

GDP per primary growth

GDP per secondary growth

WEO Dataset

Figure 2: Comparative analysis of WEO dataset for regional economic prediction model.

BVNN_BP
LSTM
FWA_SVR

92

91

95

93

97

97

88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

Prediction accuracy

Convergence rate

APDREO Dataset

Figure 3: Comparative analysis of APDREO dataset for convergence rate and prediction accuracy.
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in the form of regression equations.+is makes, as shown by
numerous studies, the application of neural network
methods and technologies very promising.

Over the past decade, approaches to forecasting time
series based on feedforward networks and recurrent net-
works have been developing, including their application for
forecasting economic indicators. At the same time, machine
learning platforms and tools are becoming widespread,
making it possible to implement all the main architectures
and methods of training neural networks. It should be noted
that the use of neural network tools for separate unrelated
time series does not allow for a systematic approach to
modelling the economic sphere. We are convinced that a
hybrid methodology should be applied with the possibility of
choosing in each case the most appropriate method. Such an
approach is implemented in developed Bayesian vector

neural network (BVNN) which is integrated with back-
propagation (BP) based feature extraction and classification.
+e suggested technique can forecast regional economy and
increase prediction model’s convergence rate without
impacting accuracy, effectively enhance effectiveness of
regional economic analysis and prediction, lower percentage
error, and have advantages of greater operating effectiveness.
+e only limitation of the proposed model is that the
convergence rate and accuracy are dependent on each other
so separate works are needed to improve the accuracy and
convergence rate.

5. Conclusion

+is paper proposed novel technique regional economic
prediction based on machine learning techniques. Data were
first normalised to balance deviations among indicators and
then normalised data were transferred exponentially to
balance deviations among regions, with the goal of reducing
data heterogeneity among economic indicators of each re-
gion and differences in economic development levels of each
region. Database has been collected and processed with
proposed Bayesian vector neural network (BVNN) which is
integrated with backpropagation (BP) model by feature
extraction and classification. +e experimental results show
the comparative analysis for various datasets in terms of
GDP per capita prediction, prediction accuracy, GDP per
primary growth, GDP per secondary growth, and conver-
gence rate. +e techniques compared here are FWA-SVR
and LSTM for WEO dataset, APDREO dataset, and AFR-
REO dataset. +e proposed model reduces error by in-
creasing the convergence rate and accuracy for each dataset.
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Figure 4: Comparative analysis of APDREO dataset for regional
economic prediction model.

Table 3: Comparative analysis of regional economic prediction
model based parameters for AFRREO dataset.

AFRREO dataset
Parameters FWA-SVR LSTM BVNN_BP
GDP per capita prediction 79 82 86
Prediction accuracy 92 95 98
GDP per primary growth 81 83 87
GDP per secondary growth 83 86 91
Convergence rate 85 89 93
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Figure 5: Comparative analysis of APDREO dataset for conver-
gence rate and prediction accuracy.
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Figure 6: Comparative analysis of AFRREO dataset for regional
economic prediction model.
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